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Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 2 Type: Apartment
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Expressions of Interest By 11th May

Embark on a journey where luxury meets serenity, where architectural brilliance merges seamlessly with waterfront

beauty. Crafted by the esteemed HAL Architects, "One Bulimba Riverfront" Residences invites you to experience a living

masterpiece, where every detail is an ode to modern opulence.Bask in the glory of north-facing panoramas, offering

uninterrupted vistas of the majestic river—a backdrop that elevates every moment spent within these walls. As you step

into the exquisitely designed foyer, you're enveloped in a symphony of sophistication, meticulously curated to evoke a

sense of tranquil elegance.Your exploration continues through an expansive hallway, leading gracefully into an oversized

living area that seamlessly blends with the entertainer's balcony. Here, the world outside fades into insignificance as the

panoramic river views become the centerpiece of your daily life. The interiors, adorned with a harmonious palette of

natural tones accented by touches of gold, create an ambiance of unparalleled luxury and warmth.Curved walls weave

throughout, echoing the tranquil waters beyond, enhancing the sense of spaciousness and flow. Luxe wool carpets,

stunning joinery and textured designer wallpaper further elevate the living experience, creating a perfect fusion of

sophistication and interior design.Experience culinary elegance in a kitchen crafted for connoisseurs, elevate your

culinary experience in an impeccably designed kitchen that blends functionality with sheer luxury. The heart of your home

is a masterwork of design and sophistication, featuring full custom cabinetry that exemplifies elegance.Prepare your

feasts with flair in a well-appointed kitchen equipped with high-end Neff appliances known for their precision and

durability. The crafted stone worktops and a gas cooktop are accentuated with stunning timber features, creating a warm,

inviting atmosphere.Every chef's dream, the walk-in butler's pantry, is replete with a washing station and integrated

dishwasher, ensuring your main kitchen space remains pristine. Extensive storage options make organization effortless,

allowing your culinary space to maintain its opulent aesthetic without compromise.The opulent primary suite indulges in

river views, boasting a luxury ensuite with a freestanding bath, double vanities, and a dual shower, complemented by a

spacious walk-in robe. A guest bedroom with full ensuite and robe, along with a third bedroom serviced by a family-sized

bathroom, offers unparalleled comfort and convenience. A versatile media room/flex space adds another layer of luxury,

adorned with stunning features and glass door.Rediscover resort-style living as you soak up sunshine poolside in the

building's long, lingering lap pool, with its river-viewing window ensuring an eternal connection to the water. Beyond the

interiors, embrace the nearby parklands and the vibrant retail and restaurant district of Oxford Street, just a stone's

throw away.Positioned perfectly to enjoy access to the Apollo Road ferry terminal and future Barracks redevelopment,

"One Bulimba Riverfront" Residences offers not just a home, but a lifestyle of unparalleled luxury and

convenience.Schedule your private viewing today and let this stunning abode capture your heart—a truly bespoke

residence awaits. Experience luxury that transcends boundaries. Proudly presented presented by Stacey Ritson

(Principal) of Eastside Property Group, where personalized elite service meets boutique luxury.Disclaimer: This property

is being sold without a price therefore a price guide cannot be provided. The website may have filtered the property into a

price bracket for website functionality purposes.


